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 the settings for this device can be set in hidden folders in  [ATRIS PAD]......                [ATRIS PAD]C:\Program Files (x86)\Samsung\Firmware Updater\Update_Device.exe and C:\Program Files (x86)\Samsung\Firmware Updater\Update_Device2.exe                For Sony Mobile TV C:\Program Files (x86)\Sony\FirmwareUpdater2.exe... ATRIS Technik Version 1.2011  is the newest version. The
full features of ATRIS Technik Version 1.2011  are coming at the end of this post. And ofcourse this is Windows version. This video guide will help you install ATRIS Technik Version 1.2011  on your Windows 8/7/Vista and XP operating system. Some part of the video guide is in english, we are sorry for that. What we do know is that this update is for ATRIS Technik since it's also named as

ATRIS Technik. Before we start, we just want to point out that it's a new version of ATRIS Technik and not a final version. It is currently unknown if this version will ever be released officially. So we just go with the flow for now and hope for the best. We'll be back once we find out more about the update. Would like to share with you my ATRIS Technik Version 1.2011  installation video tutorial
for people who wants to install ATRIS Technik. Watch this video first before doing the installation. This is guide video for installing ATRIS Technik and upgrade this to ATRIS Technik version 1.2011.1. This guide is only available for ATRIS Technik since it's actually same as the Atris Technik 1.2011.1. This is the ATRIS Technik 1.2011.1 installer for Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista, and XP. Download

the ATRIS Technik 1.2011.1.exe installer from link above. NOTE: This is not the final version, we are not sure if this will be a final version or not, but we will go with the flow for now and see the final result. You can copy the executable file ATRIS Technik 1.2011.1.exe to the desired 520fdb1ae7
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